
Before you fill out the attached submission form, you should know: 
You need to include your full name, an email address, or an alternative postal address for your submission to be 
valid. Also provide a contact phone number so we can contact you for hearing schedules (where requested).  

Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied that at 
least one of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• It is frivolous or vexatious.
• It discloses no reasonable or relevant case.
• It would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken further.
• It contains offensive language.
• It is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been prepared by

a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised knowledge or skill to give
expert advice on the matter.
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Submission on a notified proposal for policy 
statement or plan change or variation 
Clause 6 of Schedule 1, Resource Management Act 1991 
FORM 5 

Send your submission to unitaryplan@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz or post to : 

Attn: Planning Technician  
Auckland Council  
Level 24, 135 Albert Street 
Private Bag 92300 
Auckland 1142 

For office use only 

Submission No: 

Receipt Date: 

Submitter details 
Full Name or Name of Agent (if applicable) 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms(Full 
Name) 
Organisation Name  (if submission is made on behalf of Organisation) 

Address for service of Submitter 

Telephone: Fax/Email: 

Contact Person: (Name and designation, if applicable) 

Scope of submission 
This is a submission on the following proposed plan change / variation to an existing plan: 

Plan Change/Variation Number PC 21 

Plan Change/Variation Name 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom  

The specific provisions that my submission relates to are: 
(Please identify the specific parts of the proposed plan change / variation) 

Plan provision(s) 

Or 
Property Address 

Or 
Map 

Or 
Other (specify) 

Submission 
My submission is: (Please indicate whether you support or oppose the specific provisions  or wish to have them 
amended and the reasons for your views) 

I support the specific provisions identified above  

I oppose the specific provisions identified above  

I wish to have the provisions identified above amended  Yes No 

kefu liu

162 aviemore drive, Highland Park, Auckland

trade7lkf7@gmail.com

The Projected Plan change in its entirity
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The reasons for my views are: 
 

 

 
(continue on a separate sheet if necessary) 

 
I seek the following decision by Council: 
 
Accept the proposed plan change / variation   

Accept the proposed plan change / variation with amendments as outlined below  

Decline the proposed plan change / variation  

If the proposed plan change / variation is not declined, then amend it as outlined below.  

 

 

 

 

I wish to be heard in support of my submission  

I do not wish to be heard in support of my submission                 

If others make a similar submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing  
 
 
 
 
 
__________________________________________ _________________________________________ 
Signature of Submitter Date 
(or person authorised to sign on behalf of submitter) 
 
 
Notes to person making submission: 
If you are making a submission to the Environmental Protection Authority, you should use Form 16B. 
 

Please note that your address is required to be made publicly available under the Resource Management Act 
1991, as any further submission supporting or opposing this submission is required to be forwarded to you as well 
as the Council. 

If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission, your right to make a 
submission may be limited by clause 6(4) of Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act 1991. 

I could  /could not  gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.  
If you could gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission please complete the 
following: 
I am  / am not  directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 
(a) adversely affects the environment; and  
(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Please see attachements

17 APR 2019
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ATTACHMENT -- Reasons for Submission 
 

1. I/we oppose Proposed Plan Change 21 (PC 21-private) for the following reasons: 
 
(a) The proposed plan change has failed to implement the basic direction, objectives and 

policies of the Auckland Regional Policy Statement (RPS) set out in Chapters B1 & B2.  In 
particular the plan change has undermined the relationship within the intended 
compact urban form of Auckland between residential, historic, heritage and special 
character protection and urban intensification development initiatives as outlined in the 
RPS. 
 

(b) While medical facilities are recognised as part of the social infrastructure of Auckland, 
their location relies on following the spatial objectives of the Special Purpose-Healthcare 
Facility and Hospital Zone.  The subject site does not achieve those objectives or policies. 
 

(c) The Special Purpose – Healthcare Facility and Hospital Zone (the “Hospital Zone”) is 
inappropriate for the subject sites because the sites and their locality do not meet the 
zone description, objectives or policies found in Chapter H25.1, .2 or .3.  Overall the 
location and scale of the built outcome derived from PC21 undermines the integrity of 
the Hospital Zone. 
 

(d) The subject site lies within an established area of residential zoned land with the Gillies 
Ave part of the site covered by an overlay which seeks  to retain and manage the special 
character values of this part of Epsom, integrated as it is with the eastern side of Mt 
Eden.  The purpose of the overlay is described in Chapter D18 of the AUP.  PC 21 
undermines the integrity of the Special Character Overlay by introducing a land use 
which is contrary in all respects to the heritage and special character purpose of the 
overlay. 
 

(e) PC 21 has potential adverse effects on neighbouring properties and the locality arising 
from the potential intensity of development, the incompatibility of built form 
relationships contemplated by PC 21, the proposed reduction in required parking for the 
private hospital and the requirement for blasting to achieve underground parking. 
Together, these actual and cumulative adverse effects confirm that the locality of PC 21 
is unsuitable. 

 
(f) Adverse effects from PC 21 also include the undermining and degradation of the 

residential and character heritage environment of the subject site and its vicinity as well 
as the urban amenity considered and protected by the integration of the Single House 
Zone and the Special Character Overlay in this location. 
 

(g) The urban form depicted by the operative land use zone pattern covering the subject 
site and the surrounding neighbourhood firmly indicates the intention of low scale 
residential development consistent with the Special Character Overlay which covers part 
of the subject site and the neighbourhood.  PC 21 is contrary to the integrity and 
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purpose of the operative land use pattern and urban design outcomes represented by 
the operative land use zones. 

(h) PC 21 incorporates three special character residential buildings which front Gillies 
Avenue. These dwellings are included for the purpose of demolition and removal to 
allow the expansion of the private hospital facilities.  The loss of these special character 
dwellings is inconsistent with the purpose of the Special Character Overlay specifically 
placed over this part of Gillies Avenue and the adjoining hinterland to the west for the 
purpose of heritage protection imposed through the RPS and implemented through the 
Special Character area provisions of the AUP district plan provisions.  
 

(i) PC 21 has failed to protect the substantial trees over the subject area which contribute 
important landscape and vegetation amenity to the neighbourhood and is recognized in 
the Special Character Overlay. 
 

(j) Overall, PC21 has failed to provide the necessary justification required under s.32 of the 
Act to create the extent of change and modification to the operative planning provisions 
covering the subject area and the adjoining neighbourhood.  In particular –  

i. the evaluation of the objectives of PC 21 to achieve the purpose of the Act is 
inadequate, 

ii. the appropriateness of PC 21 to achieve the relevant objectives having 
examined alternatives, assessed the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
proposal to achieve those objectives is not provided , and 

iii. the summary of the reasons for deciding on PC 21 as the correct course of 
action does not follow the instruction of s32 RMA, and 

iv. it has not been demonstrated that the objectives of the applicant cannot be 
met in appropriately zoned areas of the City. 

 
(k) The serious failure to address the requirements of s.32 RMA has fundamentally flawed 

the ability for PC 21 to be considered and assessed under the Act. 
 

(l) Accordingly, the failure to meet the requirements of s.32 RMA confirms that PC 21 is 
contrary to the purpose of the Act as set out in Part 2, in particular, it does not provide 
for the sustainable management of the urban environment of the subject site and the 
neighbourhood required by s5 RMA.  For these reasons PC 21 fails to meet the purpose 
of the Act and accordingly cannot proceed. 
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Auckland
Transport

An Auckland Council Oiganlsalion

20 Viaduct Harbour Avenue, Auckland 1010
Private Bag 92250, Auckland 1142, New Zealand

Phone 09 355 3553 Website www. AT. govt. nz

17 April 2019

Attention: Planning Technician
Auckland Council
Private Bag 92300
Auckland 1142

Dear Sir/ Madam

PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE 21 (PRIVATE) - 3 BRIGHTSIDE ROAD, 149, 151 & 153 GILLIES
AVENUE

Please find attached Auckland Transport's submission on the Proposed Plan Change 21 (Private)
to the Auckland Unitary Plan Operative in Part.

If you have any queries in relation to this submission, please contact Kevin Wong Toi on 09 4474200.

ynt 'a Gillespie
xec tive General Manager, Planning & Investment

Enc: Auckland Transport's submission on Proposed Plan Change 21-3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153
Gillies Avenue

v -^
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SUBMISSION ON PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE 21 (PRIVATE) - 3 BRIGHTSIDE ROAD,
149, 151 & 153 GILLIES AVENUE, EPSOM

To: Planning Technician

Auckland Council - Plans and Places
Level 24, 135 Albert Street
Private Bag 92300
Auckland 1142

From: Auckland Transport- Planning and Investment
Private Bag 92250
Auckland 1142

This is Auckland Transport's submission on Proposed Plan Change 21 (PPC21) to the
Auckland Unitary Plan Operative in Part (AUPOIP). The submission relates to the proposed
rezoning of land at 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom from Mixed
Housing Suburban and Single House Zones to Special Purpose - Healthcare Facility and
Hospital Zone and to amend transport provisions to specify the parking requirement for the
hospital.

Auckland Transport's submission is:

To support PPC21 in part, provided that Auckland Transport's concerns are appropriately
considered and addressed to ensure that the extent, scale and intensity of potential effects
and the methods for mitigating these effects are addressed to achieve a rezoning and level of
development that is appropriate to the transport context.

The reason for Auckland Transport's submission is:

Auckland Transport (AT) is a Council Controlled Organisation (CCO) of Auckland Council with
the legislated purpose to contribute to an "effective, efficient and safe Auckland land transport
system in the public interest". 1 In fulfilling this role, AT is responsible for:

a. The planning and funding of public transport;

b. Promoting alternative modes of transport (i. e. alternatives to the private motor vehicle);

c. Operating the local reading network; and

d. Developing and enhancing the local road, public transport, walking and cycling
networks.

AT makes this submission to ensure that PPC21 is promoting the most appropriate zone for
this location within the context of the transport network and the level of development can be
accommodated.

Rezoning proposals, such as PPC21, must ensure that a full and appropriate assessment is
undertaken. Such assessments must clearly identify how the proposal will appropriately
manage any adverse effects on the local and wider transport network, including identifying
what infrastructure is necessary to service the implementation of the zone / development of
the site(s) and how this will be provided for by the applicant (or future developers). If such

1 Local Government (Auckland Council
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infrastructure cannot feasibly be provided, then an alternative less intensive zone should be
considered or the plan change / proposal declined.

AT makes this submission to ensure that PPC21 appropriately manages the effects of
rezoning (and the resulting anticipated development enabled by the rezoning) on the local and
wider transport network. Specifically, matters relating to the assessment of:

. Potential integration of the development with public transport

. Demand and provision of walking and cycling facilities

. Traffic generation effects

. Parking effects

. Safety

. Vehicle access

. Construction traffic effects.

There are a number of points relating to the transport assessment outlined in Attachment 1
that require further clarification or explanation to provide AT with a greater level of confidence
that the transport assessment has appropriately identified the extent, scale and intensity of
potential effects and the methods for mitigating these effects where this is required, including
a zone representative of the transport context.

AT seeks resolution of the matters raised in this submission, which for example could include
a zone representative of the transport context and/or methods to ensure any transport effects
are managed in support of the rezoning proposal.

Auckland Transport seeks the following decision from Auckland Council:

That the Council approves PPC21 , provided that the transport: requirements / concerns raised
in this submission are resolved or that Council identifies a more appropriate zone or provision
that will address these matters.

IfAT's concerns are not resolved, then the Plan Change should be declined.

AT is available and willing to work through the matters raised in this submission with the
applicant.

The submitter does wish to appear and be heard in support of its submission.

ig ed for on beh If of Auckland Transport

Cynthia Gillespie
Executive General Manager, Planning & Investment
17 April 2019

Address for service of submitter-

Auckland Transport
20 Viaduct Harbour Avenue
Auckland Central
Auckland 1010
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Attachment 1 - Detailed comments and points requiring further clarification

Issue Position & reasons

Potential integration with public Managing the potential effects on the transport
transport network associated with development is a primary

consideration for AT. Encouraging and facilitating the
use of transport alternatives, such as public transport,
to mitigate or reduce these effects is a relevant
consideration given the limited physical capacity of
transport infrastructure that is available in established
built-up suburban environments such as in the case of
PPC21. In the context of PPC21 to enable a hospital
redevelopment, it is recognised that the potential
suitability of public transport trips would be focussed
around staff and visitor trips and private vehicle trips
would continue to be required as part of the transport
options to access the site.

Bus services directly serving the subject sites running
along Gillies Avenue are the 295 (Ellerslie to City) and
321 (Middlemore Hospital to Britomart). These
services currently run at 15 minute and 30 minute
frequencies during the peak and all-day periods
respectively. Around 350m to the east of the subject
site is Manukau Road along which more frequent bus
services are running. 2 Approximately 1.2km to the
west of the subject sites is Mt Eden Road where bus
services3 run at 3 minute and 10 minute fre uencies

^ The 30 (Onehunga to City) and 309 (Mangere Town Centre to City) services operate at 7. 5 minute /10 minute frequencies during the peak and 15 minute /
30 minute frequencies all day.
3 The 27H/T/W Hillsborough, Three Kings & Waikowhai and City routes.
4 PPC21 Attachment D Brightside Hospital Private Plan Change Transport Assessment, section 8. 2, pg 28
!^orexam_ple'_if. th^H25^ SPecial purP°se - Healthcare Facility and Hospital Zone and the Auckland wide E27 transport provisions do not trigger any
resource consent where an appropriate condition can be recommended.

Recommendations sought from the
Council

AT recommends measures to support a shift
to public transport. The Transport
Assessment supporting PPC21 identifies the
development and maintenance of a Travel
Plan as a possible measure to encourage staff
to travel by public transport, walking and
cycling.4

As there is no certainty that there will be an
opportunity to incorporate these measures
through subsequent consenting and approval
processes based on the PPC21 and AUPOIP
provisions5, AT requests the applicant identify
how this mechanism identified in the
Transport Assessment can be provided for
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Issue

Walking and cycling

Position & reasons

during the peak and all-day periods respectively. The
321 service connects to the Grafton train station and
the Manukau Road sen/ices enable an interchange
option at the Newmarket train station.

There are opportunities to integrate PPC21 with the
available public transport services to manage the
transport and travel demands generated by the
redevelopment that will be enabled by the proposed
rezoning.

Walking and cycling accessibility in relation to the
subject sites is discussed in the PPC21 Transport
Assessment (Attachment D). Walking accessibility in
the area is generally enabled through existing
footpaths and crossing facilities (e. g. signalised
crossings). It is noted that the PPC21 assessment has
adopted a walking catchment approach to describe the
range of potential destinations within proximity to the
subject site. The key walking destinations in the
context of the proposed hospital development enabled
by PPC21 are likely to be the public transport nodes /
facilities and to parked vehicles supporting staff and
visitor trips.

There is broad agreement with the conclusion outlined
in the PPC21 Transport Assessment in regard to the
subject site not being well sen/iced by existing and
proposed cycling infrastructure. 6 Cyclists travelling
within the immediate vicinity of the subject site will

enerall utilise the eneral traffic lanes or in some

Recommendations sought from the
Council

Request further information from the applicant
to confirm whether the walking demands
generated by the expanded hospital
development enabled through PPC21 will be
adequately addressed by the existing walking
infrastructure and facilities (taking into
account existing demand generated from
other activities in the area such as schools) or
if any mitigation is required in regard to the
availability and safety of crossing points, the
dimensions or condition of footpath assets or
other safety related measures (e. g. lighting).

' PPC21 Attachment D, Brightside Hospital Private Plan Change Transport Assessment, section 3.4, pg 13
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Issue

Trip generation effects

Position & reasons

cases the footpaths (e. g. local children travelling to and
from school). It is noted that the proposed
redevelopment of the expanded hospital site will be
subject to the on-site bicycle parking requirements
under the AUPOIP.7
An assessment of the traffic related effects of the
expanded hospital redevelopment enabled through
PPC21 is provided in the Transport Assessment
(Attachment D). Further clarification or explanation is
needed on the matters outlined below to provide AT
with a greater level of confidence that the estimated
traffic effects have been a ro riatel assessed.

The PPC21 Transport Assessment uses surveyed
peak hour traffic generation rates at the existing
Brightside Hospital as the basis for estimating the
predicted traffic generation for the expanded hospital
redevelopment enabled through PPC21. The
assessment of traffic effects does not set out or assess
the relative differences between the existing and
PPC21 levels of traffic against the AUPOIP enabled
scenario. Commentary or assessment on this
scenario would be useful to understand the change in
effects between the existing levels of traffic and the
anticipated (residential) activity under the AUPOIP and
the level of estimated incremental change over and
above this scenario based on the PPC21 enabled
hos ital redevelo ment.

In regard to the survey of peak period traffic generation
of the existing hospital, there are queries around
whether the timeframes of the trip eneration sun/e 8

Recommendations sought from the
Council

Request further information from the applicant
to understand the relative extent of traffic
effects and to demonstrate that the traffic
effects are appropriately assessed and
mitigated to address the matters raised in this
submission.

7AUPOIP standard E27.6.2(6) Bicycle parking
PPC21 Attachment D, Brightside Hospital Private Plan Change Transport Assessment, section 2. 1.3, pg 3
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Issue Position & reasons

(6:00 - 9:00am and 2:00 - 6:00pm) correspond to the
operational demands of the hospital. For example, the
visiting hours of the hospital are between 11am to 8pm.
The traffic generation survey excludes the potential
visitor peak period around midday (and the shoulder
on either side).9 Other operational considerations
include the impact of staff shift start and end times on
the peak period trip generation and the start time for
patient admissions. Further explanation of these
matters would assist to confirm whether the traffic
generation survey on which the PPC21 estimated
levels of traffic are based are an accurate reflection of
the o erational atterns of demand.

The summary of existing peak hour trip generation
indicates that the arrivals and departures of cars
parked on Brightside Road and Shipherds Avenue for
between 8 and 12 hours have been included in the
estimation of the existing hospital trip generation rate.
The sum of the total trips column needs to be checked
for accuracy if they include both the on-site hospital
and on-street parking arrivals and departures. Any
subsequent recalculation of the trip rate (per 100m2)
will also be required if the sum of trips is incorrect. This
clarification is requested to ensure that the basis for
assessing the PPC21 traffic effects correctly reflects
the existin surve ed information.

As a point of reference to confirm the appropriateness
of the peak hour trip generation rates, it would be
useful to convert the calculated tri rates to er bed

Recommendations
Council

sought from the

9 This suggestion on the mid-day peak appears to be reflected in the survey of on-street parking demand (refer to Figure 3 in the Traffic Assessment
(Attachment D).
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Issue

Parking

Position & reasons

and/or per staff rate and compare these against
documented uidelines / rates.

It is assumed that surveyed trip generation also
includes drop-off/pick-up of staff, patients & visitors.
Further explanation on this aspect of establishing the
trip generation rates would help to understand the
types of trips likely to be generated by the PPC21
proposal. This aspect of the trip generation should
also be considered in relation to the discussion on
parking demands and appropriateness of the proposed
arkin variation control.

In regard to the SIDRA modelling, a diagram of where
the existing movements and the proposed movements
are predicted to go would be useful to understand the
level of change. The increases in the right turn
movements from Brightside Ave are, relatively
speaking, the more critical movements. Based on the
information presented, these movements appear to be
able to be accommodated within the existing caoacitv.

The Transport Assessment (Attachment D) outlines
the parking demand of the existing (on-site) Brightside
Hospital and for the immediately surrounding sections
of on-street parking. The surveyed peak period
parking demand is used as the basis for determining
the proposed Parking Variation Control of 1 parking
space per 64m2 of gross floor area (GFA).

AT has in-principle no objection to the application of a
Parking Variation Control where this rate is appropriate
for the proposed activity in terms of the "character,
scale and intensit "10 of the ro osedzone. Where the

Recommendations
Council

sought from the

10 Refer to AUPOIP E27. 2 Objective (4) The provision of safe and efficient parking, loading and access is commensurate with the character, scale and intensity of the zone.
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Issue Position & reasons

proposed parking rate will reduce the requirement for
on-site parking, this supports wider objectives around
transport and land use integration and transport
demand management outcomes, for example,
encouraging the use of transport alternatives such as
public transport where this is appropriate. The
following points set out aspects of the parking analysis
that require further clarification or explanation to inform
the PPC21 assessment in regard to whether the
parking related effects and potential mitigation
measures have been a ro riatel addressed.

Figure 3 (in attachment D) indicates an existing on-site
hospital parking capacity of 54 parking spaces. It is
understood that of these 54 spaces, there are around
19 at grade spaces (based on an aerial map) available
to the public with the balance being restricted
basement parking (assumed to be allocated to staff,
surgeons, etc). Further information on how many staff
are potentially accommodated on-site and how the
demand from the balance of staff may impact the
demand for on-street parking (noting that some staff
may travel by other modes or be dropped off / picked
up) would be useful to understand the patterns of
parking demand likely to be generated by the proposed
redevelopment. In relation to this, explanation on the
levels or patterns of existing on-site parking demand
for the at-grade publicly available parking compared
with the restricted basement parking is requested. Any
differences in the parking patterns should be
highlighted and discussed in terms of the proposed
arkin rate.

The peak demand is based on on-street parking where
the duration of sta was between ei ht and twelve

Recommendations sought from the
Council

Request further information from the applicant
to understand the relative extent of parking
effects and to demonstrate that the parking
effects are appropriately assessed and
mitigated to address the matters raised in this
submission.

Requests that an appropriate mechanism be
considered to ensure the applicant
undertakes monitoring ofon-site and on-street
parking after the redeveloped hospital has
been established to support the management
of transport effects.
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Issue Position & reasons

hours11, and clarification is sought on how the hospital
related demand that is less than eight hours (e. g.
shorter stay visitor parking) is accounted for as part of
the estimate of demand. The existing on-street
capacity is shown as 100 spaces in Figure 3. During
standard visiting hours (11am to 8pm) that are also
covered by the survey, the occupancy levels range
from around 25% to 78%. The 31 (long-stay) on-street
vehicles represents around 40% of the surveyed peak
on-street demand. The balance of this parking could,
therefore, be shorter-stay parking that is hospital or
non-hospital related (e. g. school or resident parking).
Further clarification and explanation on the
assumptions is suggested to confirm that the proposed
parking rate will not result in an underestimation of the
parking demand, including for short-stay visitor
arkin .

Any relevant operational factors impacting on the
existing and future parking demand patterns should be
identified. For example, whether the vehicle
departures correspond to standard staff shift
o erational hours at the has ital.
In section 6. 2 of the Transport Assessment, the
proposed car parking requirement for PPC21 is
discussed and a total of 136 on-site parking spaces is
calculated as being required based on the proposed
(minimum) rate of 1 per 64m2 GFA. Confirmation is
sought around whether the calculation of the 136
parking spaces is based on the combined existing
parking (of 54 spaces) and the parking requirement
based on the additional 5, 500m2GFA . If

Recommendations
Council

sought from the

11 PPC21 Attachment D, Brightside Hospital Private Plan Change Transport Assessment, section 2. 1.4, pg 5
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Issue Position & reasons

136 is the correct amount of on-site parking, this would
result in an overall rate of 1 per 79m2 GFA (assuming
a total GFA of 10, 700m2). When compared to the
existing situation of 54 on-site car parking spaces
(5, 200m2 GFA and a rate of 1 per 96m2 ), the

redevelopment will be providing about two and a half
times the existing amount of parking. It is unclear how
this increase in parking (between the existing provision
& proposed) relates to the change in the scale of the
hospital operations such as the number of beds and/or
staff (i. e. beyond the generic GFA reference). Further
to this information, it would also be of use to
understand how the proposed parking would be
managed such as the allocation of staff and visitor
parking. This information directly informs the extent
and management of otential arkin related effects.
The parking demands in the vicinity of the subject sites
are likely to be generated by a combination of
residents, hospital related (staff and visitors) and
demand associated with the nearby Epsom Girls
Grammar School (e. g. students). These competing
demands for parking may at times result in situations
where the available parking resources are at or near
capacity (both on-site and on-street). This is not
necessarily reflected in the Transport Assessment's
single day survey of parking demand based on the
existing hospital operations. To provide a greater level
of assurance that the parking demands and effects
(e. g. spill-over effects) associated with the
redevelopment enabled through PPC21 can be
managed, AT is seeking to ensure that appropriate
monitoring of the on-site and on-street parking after the
redeveloped hos ital has been established as a basis

Recom mendations
Council

sought from the

10
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Issue

Safety

Vehicle access

Construction traffic

Position & reasons

for determining whether appropriate mitigation is
re uired to address these effects. 12

Section 5. 4 of the Transport Assessment provides a
description of the safety issues based on a review of
reported crash data. AT generally agrees with the
assessment of potential safety issues and the
suggestion that the No Stopping At All Times (NSAAT)
should be extended along Gillies Ave to ensure
adequate sight distances. The proposed
redevelopment enabled through PPC 21 will increase
the demand for right turning movements from
Bri htside Road to Gillies Avenue.
As part of the assessment of traffic effects contained
in the Transport Assessment (Attachment D), there is
some discussion in relation to the proposed vehicle
access arrangements to service the proposed
redevelopment enabled by PPC21. A left in / left out
access arrangement from Gillies Avenue is identified
as one arrangement included as part of the analyses
of intersection performance. AT supports in-principle
limiting additional vehicle movements particularly
along the arterial route of Gillies Avenue. As noted in
the Transport Assessment, it is anticipated that there
will be scope to consider the matter of vehicle access
arrangements at the resource consent stage based on
the AUPOIP transport (vehicle access restriction)

rovisions. 13

The Transport Assessment does not address the
construction related traffic effects of the reposed

Recommendations sought from the
Council

AT recommends that the extension of NSAAT
is undertaken by the applicant as a mitigation
measure or that an appropriate mechanism be
put in place to ensure this occurs as identified
in the Transport Assessment to address the
matters raised in this submission.

AT recommends that a mechanism is
provided to ensure that vehicle turning
movements from any new or reconstructed
vehicle access off Gillies Avenue are
restricted as identified in the Transport
Assessment to address the matters raised in
this submission.

AT recommends that the Transport
Assessment be amended to address

LAS.nrted'"Ars parking strategv (MaY 2015)'when peak parking OCCUPancyis regularly above 85%, some form of parking management is recommended to manage the

13 Refer to Table E27. 4. 1 Activity table (A5), E27. 6. 4. 1(2) & (3)(c).

11
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Issue Position & reasons

redevelopment enabled through PPC21 It is expected
that there will be potential adverse effects associated
with the closing of traffic lanes and footpaths,
temporary removal of on-street parking and managing
the movement of heavy vehicles to and from the site.
In this regard, the Transport Assessment should
address this aspect of the proposal given the potential
tempora and localised effects of construction traffic.

Recommendations sought from the
Council

construction traffic impacts, with the
identification of a mechanism to ensure an
appropriate Construction and Traffic
Management Plan is undertaken that
minimises the impacts on the safe and
efficient operation of the transport network to
address the matters raised in this submission.

12
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ATTACHMENT())(Reasons'for'Submission(
'

1. I/we'oppose(Proposed(Plan(Change'21((PC(21)private)'for(the(following(reasons:(
(
(a) The(proposed(plan(change(has(failed(to(implement(the(basic(direction,(objectives(and(

policies(of(the(Auckland(Regional(Policy(Statement((RPS)(set(out(in(Chapters(B1(&(B2.((In(
particular(the(plan(change(has(undermined(the(relationship(within(the(intended(
compact(urban(form(of(Auckland(between(residential,(historic,(heritage(and(special(
character(protection(and(urban(intensification(development(initiatives(as(outlined(in(the(
RPS.(
(

(b) While(medical(facilities(are(recognised(as(part(of(the(social(infrastructure(of(Auckland,(
their(location(relies(on(following(the(spatial(objectives(of(the(Special(Purpose)Healthcare(
Facility(and(Hospital(Zone.((The(subject(site(does(not(achieve(those(objectives(or(policies.(
(

(c) The(Special(Purpose(–(Healthcare(Facility(and(Hospital(Zone((the(“Hospital(Zone”)(is(
inappropriate(for(the(subject(sites(because(the(sites(and(their(locality(do(not(meet(the(
zone(description,(objectives(or(policies(found(in(Chapter(H25.1,(.2(or(.3.((Overall(the(
location(and(scale(of(the(built(outcome(derived(from(PC21(undermines(the(integrity(of(
the(Hospital(Zone.(
(

(d) The(subject(site(lies(within(an(established(area(of(residential(zoned(land(with(the(Gillies(
Ave(part(of(the(site(covered(by(an(overlay(which(seeks((to(retain(and(manage(the(special(
character(values(of(this(part(of(Epsom,(integrated(as(it(is(with(the(eastern(side(of(Mt(
Eden.((The(purpose(of(the(overlay(is(described(in(Chapter(D18(of(the(AUP.((PC(21(
undermines(the(integrity(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(by(introducing(a(land(use(
which(is(contrary(in(all(respects(to(the(heritage(and(special(character(purpose(of(the(
overlay.(
(

(e) PC(21(has(potential(adverse(effects(on(neighbouring(properties(and(the(locality(arising(
from(the(potential(intensity(of(development,(the(incompatibility(of(built(form(
relationships(contemplated(by(PC(21,(the(proposed(reduction(in(required(parking(for(the(
private(hospital(and(the(requirement(for(blasting(to(achieve(underground(parking.(
Together,(these(actual(and(cumulative(adverse(effects(confirm(that(the(locality(of(PC(21(
is(unsuitable.(

(
(f) Adverse(effects(from(PC(21(also(include(the(undermining(and(degradation(of(the(

residential(and(character(heritage(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(its(vicinity(as(well(
as(the(urban(amenity(considered(and(protected(by(the(integration(of(the(Single(House(
Zone(and(the(Special(Character(Overlay(in(this(location.(
(

(g) The(urban(form(depicted(by(the(operative(land(use(zone(pattern(covering(the(subject(
site(and(the(surrounding(neighbourhood(firmly(indicates(the(intention(of(low(scale(
residential(development(consistent(with(the(Special(Character(Overlay(which(covers(part(
of(the(subject(site(and(the(neighbourhood.((PC(21'is(contrary(to(the(integrity(and(
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purpose(of(the(operative(land(use(pattern(and(urban(design(outcomes(represented(by(

the(operative(land(use(zones.(

(h) PC(21(incorporates(three(special(character(residential(buildings(which(front(Gillies(
Avenue.(These(dwellings(are(included(for(the(purpose(of(demolition(and(removal(to(

allow(the(expansion(of(the(private(hospital(facilities.((The(loss(of(these(special(character(

dwellings(is(inconsistent(with(the(purpose(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(specifically(

placed(over(this(part(of(Gillies(Avenue(and(the(adjoining(hinterland(to(the(west(for(the(

purpose(of(heritage(protection(imposed(through(the(RPS(and(implemented(through(the(

Special(Character(area(provisions(of(the(AUP(district(plan(provisions.((

(

(i) PC(21(has(failed(to(protect(the(substantial(trees(over(the(subject(area(which(contribute(

important(landscape(and(vegetation(amenity(to(the(neighbourhood(and(is(recognized(in(

the(Special(Character(Overlay.(

(

(j) Overall,(PC21(has(failed(to(provide(the(necessary(justification(required(under(s.32(of(the(

Act(to(create(the(extent(of(change(and(modification(to(the(operative(planning(provisions(

covering(the(subject(area(and(the(adjoining(neighbourhood.((In(particular(–((

i. the(evaluation(of(the(objectives(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(purpose(of(the(Act(is(

inadequate,(

ii. the(appropriateness(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(relevant(objectives(having(

examined(alternatives,(assessed(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(

proposal(to(achieve(those(objectives(is(not(provided(,(and(

iii. the(summary(of(the(reasons(for(deciding(on(PC(21(as(the(correct(course(of(

action(does(not(follow(the(instruction(of(s32(RMA,(and(

iv. it(has(not(been(demonstrated(that(the(objectives(of(the(applicant(cannot(be(

met(in(appropriately(zoned(areas(of(the(City.(

(

(k) The(serious(failure(to(address(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(has(fundamentally(flawed(

the(ability(for(PC(21(to(be(considered(and(assessed(under(the(Act.(

(

(l) Accordingly,(the(failure(to(meet(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(confirms(that(PC(21(is(

contrary(to(the(purpose(of(the(Act(as(set(out(in(Part(2,(in(particular,(it(does(not(provide(

for(the(sustainable(management(of(the(urban(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(the(

neighbourhood(required(by(s5(RMA.((For(these(reasons(PC(21'fails(to(meet(the(purpose(

of(the(Act(and(accordingly(cannot(proceed.(

(
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Along&with&the&technical&concerns&mentioned&on&the&previous&pages,&I&have&the&

following&concerns&that&I&hope&you&will&please&take&the&time&to&read&and&consider.&&

&

My&main&concern&above&all&else&is&what&a&16&meter&minimum&building&allowed&under&

the&zone&change&Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&(SCHL)&are&vying&for&would&have&

on&the&area&and&my&home&in&particular.&They&could,&with&resource&consent&go&up&to&

25meters&even.&&

&

The&area&of&Epsom,&and&neighbouring&Mt&Eden&is&one&with&many&residential&homes.&

The&special&characteristic&of&these&areas&is&that&they&are&primarily&made&up&of&family&

homes&that&pay&homage&to&Auckland’s&building&history.&The&old&historical&villas&and&

bungalows&(these&can&be&seen&in&abundance&in&the&area),&EdwardianKstyle&

bungalows,&the&single&story&weatherboard&classics,&the&more&recent&trend&of&plaster&

homes.&Amongst&it&all&is&the&mix&of&small&businesses&that&hide&themselves&amongst&

all&these&homes,&and&I&do&mean&hide.&Go&along&Gillies&Ave&for&example,&you&would&be&

hard&done&by&to&find&many&business&buildings&that&exceptionally&stand&out&drawing&

your&eye&away&from&the&old&style&homes.&Yes&there&are&businesses&within&these&

homes&and&small&signs&but&nothing&that&stands&out&by&being&overly&tall,&primary&

concrete,&and&certainly&not&a&16&meter&hospital.&The&area&has&maintained&its&

historical&suburban&charm.&That&is&precisely&what&it&is&known&for.&Allowing&such&a&

zone&change&will&ruin&this&charm.&It&will&allow&a&giant&concrete&and&glass&building&it&

situate&itself&among&a&sea&of&much&smaller&(half&its&size&really)&homes&–&many&of&

which&are&placed&under&the&special&characteristic&overlay&by&Auckland&Council&(as&

you&move&to&the&west/&of&the&proposed&zone&change&and&development&sites).&&

&

Auckland&Council&when&preparing&past&district&plans&and&the&current&unitary&plan&

placed&special&characteristic&overlay&upon&homes&and&areas,&I’m&sure&to&protect&

historical&homes&that&have&been&around&for&many&years.&To&acknowledge&the&past&of&

suburbs&and&ensure&its&features&remains&apart&of&not&only&the&present&but&also&the&

future.&Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&is&asking&to&remove&this&from&homes&on&the&

three&sites&that&they&have&purchased&in&Epsom.&The&overlay&was&placed&on&those&

sites&for&a&reason.&The&overlay&is&to&protect&them&and&ensure&those&homes&are&not&

ruined&or&demolished.&By&allowing&the&zone&change&and&removal&of&the&special&

character&overlay,&Auckland&Council&would&essentially&be&allowing&and&aiding&

Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&in&taking&away&another&piece&(or&three&in&this&case)&

of&Epsom&history&that&has&been&around&for&nearly&100&years.&Previously&twenty&years&

ago,&Southern&Cross&removed&another&three&homes&that&had&historical&value&to&the&

area&of&Epsom&to&build&their&current&hospital&on&Brightside&Rd.&Now&they&want&to&

remove&more.&Please&protect&these&homes.&Already&SCHL&have&made&us&lose&three&

beautiful&homes.&Don’t&let&them&take&more.&By&allowing&this&to&happen,&I&believe&it&

will&essentially&open&the&door&to&others&wanting&to&do&the&same&thing,&and&given&that&

one&company&got&away&with&it,&it&sets&a&precedent&that&others&can&too.&It&allows&the&

argument&seen&by&many&families&between&siblings&–&“they&did,&why&can’t&I?”&

Allowing&this&to&happen&will&spread&this&negative&kind&of&attitude,&open&the&door&to&

more&monstrosities&in&the&area&and&ruin&the&special&characteristics&and&charm&Epsom&

has.&Furthermore,&the&homes&that&sit&on&the&three&sites&on&Gillies&Ave&that&Southern&

Cross&Hospital&Limited&want&to&remove&are&sound&homes&that&can&house&many&and&
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already&do&as&one&is&a&boarding&home&(you&would&never&know&from&the&outside&–&no&

noise&from&residents&or&anything&as&it&just&looks&like&a&normal&home).&Auckland&is&

facing&a&housing&shortage,&why&remove&good&homes&that&could&help&fill&this&need&

Auckland&has?&

&

In&terms&of&the&direct&effect&on&my&home&that&I&find&concerning&is&the&fact&that&the&

zone&change&would&allow&a&16&meter&(25&with&resource&consent)&concrete&and&glass&

monstrosity&and&eyesore&to&sit&right&across&the&road&from&my&home.&The&entire&

façade&of&our&home&faces&the&façade&of&all&three&sites&that&Southern&Cross&Limited&

wants&to&develop&–&149,&151&and&153&Gillies&Rd.&One&part&of&the&façade&that&I&spend&

my&day&in&almost&every&day,&all&day&is&the&study&that&faces&Gillies&Ave&as&I&work&from&

home.&It&is&a&bright&open&study&that&has&views&of&the&top&of&Mount&Eden.&A&study&that&

has&bright&beautiful&sunlight&that&streams&through&every&afternoon&when&the&

weather&is&good.&I&find&myself&at&times&sitting&here&(where&I&am&currently&typing&this&

submission&from)&looking&out&at&the&views,&enjoying&the&sun&and&just&smiling.&You&

can&see&blue&skys,&green&trees&and&the&top&of&Mount&Eden,&how&is&that&not&an&

awesome&sight&that&one&would&love&and&want&to&keep?&It&a&view&I’m&very&lucky&to&

have&on&a&daily&basis.&However,&if&SCHL&are&allowed&their&zone&change,&this&view&

would&be&gone.&It&would&be&replaced&with&a&concrete&and&glass&building&16&meters&

tall,&thus&blocking&out&all&views&of&Mount&Eden,&the&blue&skies&and&most&likely&my&

late&afternoon&sunlight/natural&light.&It&would&be&an&eye&sore,&and&awful&view&at&that.&&

&

To&top&it&off,&it&would&create&a&massive&privacy&issue&as&anyone&in&the&hospital&K&staff,&

patients&and&their&visitors,&looking&through&the&windows&that&would&span&over&the&16&

meters&(I’m&sure&there&would&be&many&as&you&cannot&have&a&hospital&room&without&a&

window)&would&be&able&to&see&right&across&onto&our&property,&directly&into&the&

sunroom&and&all&the&other&west&facing&rooms&of&my&home&(living&room,&cousin’s&

bedroom,&deck,&and&part&of&the&kitchen).&There&are&no&existing&trees&to&help&combat&

this.&Nothing&to&hide&the&horrible&view&that&will&take&the&amazing&one&I&have&now&and&

nothing&to&help&retain&privacy&for&my&family&and&I.&&

&

As&the&last&part&of&my&submission&I&ask&and&urge&you&to&please&think&about&how&you&

would&feel&if&this&was&you&and&your&family&home.&The&one&you&have&lived&in&for&many&

years&and&plan&to&do&so&for&many&more.&Would&you&want&to&put&up&with&several&years&

of&construction?&How&would&you&feel&if&a&massive&hospital&was&to&be&built&across&the&

road&from&you,&and&so&that&night&and&day&that&is&all&you&saw&and&heard?&To&consider&

that&you&would&have&strangers&on&a&daily&basis&being&able&to&look&onto&and&into&your&

property&and&home,&and&the&only&way&you&would&be&able&to&ensure&that&that&didn’t&

occur&is&to&continuously&keep&blinds&and&curtains&closed&at&all&times&of&the&day.&How&

would&you&feel&to&lose&the&right&to&freely&enjoy&your&home&without&this&worry?&How&

would&you&feel&if&this&was&you?&How&likely&are&you&to&agree&to&it&if&it&was&to&occur&

outside&your&door?&Please&I&ask&you&to&consider&all&this.&&&

&

Thank&you&for&taking&the&time&to&read&my&submission.&& &
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ATTACHMENT())(Reasons'for'Submission(
'

1. I/we'oppose(Proposed(Plan(Change'21((PC(21)private)'for(the(following(reasons:(
(
(a) The(proposed(plan(change(has(failed(to(implement(the(basic(direction,(objectives(and(

policies(of(the(Auckland(Regional(Policy(Statement((RPS)(set(out(in(Chapters(B1(&(B2.((In(
particular(the(plan(change(has(undermined(the(relationship(within(the(intended(
compact(urban(form(of(Auckland(between(residential,(historic,(heritage(and(special(
character(protection(and(urban(intensification(development(initiatives(as(outlined(in(the(
RPS.(
(

(b) While(medical(facilities(are(recognised(as(part(of(the(social(infrastructure(of(Auckland,(
their(location(relies(on(following(the(spatial(objectives(of(the(Special(Purpose)Healthcare(
Facility(and(Hospital(Zone.((The(subject(site(does(not(achieve(those(objectives(or(policies.(
(

(c) The(Special(Purpose(–(Healthcare(Facility(and(Hospital(Zone((the(“Hospital(Zone”)(is(
inappropriate(for(the(subject(sites(because(the(sites(and(their(locality(do(not(meet(the(
zone(description,(objectives(or(policies(found(in(Chapter(H25.1,(.2(or(.3.((Overall(the(
location(and(scale(of(the(built(outcome(derived(from(PC21(undermines(the(integrity(of(
the(Hospital(Zone.(
(

(d) The(subject(site(lies(within(an(established(area(of(residential(zoned(land(with(the(Gillies(
Ave(part(of(the(site(covered(by(an(overlay(which(seeks((to(retain(and(manage(the(special(
character(values(of(this(part(of(Epsom,(integrated(as(it(is(with(the(eastern(side(of(Mt(
Eden.((The(purpose(of(the(overlay(is(described(in(Chapter(D18(of(the(AUP.((PC(21(
undermines(the(integrity(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(by(introducing(a(land(use(
which(is(contrary(in(all(respects(to(the(heritage(and(special(character(purpose(of(the(
overlay.(
(

(e) PC(21(has(potential(adverse(effects(on(neighbouring(properties(and(the(locality(arising(
from(the(potential(intensity(of(development,(the(incompatibility(of(built(form(
relationships(contemplated(by(PC(21,(the(proposed(reduction(in(required(parking(for(the(
private(hospital(and(the(requirement(for(blasting(to(achieve(underground(parking.(
Together,(these(actual(and(cumulative(adverse(effects(confirm(that(the(locality(of(PC(21(
is(unsuitable.(

(
(f) Adverse(effects(from(PC(21(also(include(the(undermining(and(degradation(of(the(

residential(and(character(heritage(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(its(vicinity(as(well(
as(the(urban(amenity(considered(and(protected(by(the(integration(of(the(Single(House(
Zone(and(the(Special(Character(Overlay(in(this(location.(
(

(g) The(urban(form(depicted(by(the(operative(land(use(zone(pattern(covering(the(subject(
site(and(the(surrounding(neighbourhood(firmly(indicates(the(intention(of(low(scale(
residential(development(consistent(with(the(Special(Character(Overlay(which(covers(part(
of(the(subject(site(and(the(neighbourhood.((PC(21'is(contrary(to(the(integrity(and(
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purpose(of(the(operative(land(use(pattern(and(urban(design(outcomes(represented(by(

the(operative(land(use(zones.(

(h) PC(21(incorporates(three(special(character(residential(buildings(which(front(Gillies(
Avenue.(These(dwellings(are(included(for(the(purpose(of(demolition(and(removal(to(

allow(the(expansion(of(the(private(hospital(facilities.((The(loss(of(these(special(character(

dwellings(is(inconsistent(with(the(purpose(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(specifically(

placed(over(this(part(of(Gillies(Avenue(and(the(adjoining(hinterland(to(the(west(for(the(

purpose(of(heritage(protection(imposed(through(the(RPS(and(implemented(through(the(

Special(Character(area(provisions(of(the(AUP(district(plan(provisions.((

(

(i) PC(21(has(failed(to(protect(the(substantial(trees(over(the(subject(area(which(contribute(

important(landscape(and(vegetation(amenity(to(the(neighbourhood(and(is(recognized(in(

the(Special(Character(Overlay.(

(

(j) Overall,(PC21(has(failed(to(provide(the(necessary(justification(required(under(s.32(of(the(

Act(to(create(the(extent(of(change(and(modification(to(the(operative(planning(provisions(

covering(the(subject(area(and(the(adjoining(neighbourhood.((In(particular(–((

i. the(evaluation(of(the(objectives(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(purpose(of(the(Act(is(

inadequate,(

ii. the(appropriateness(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(relevant(objectives(having(

examined(alternatives,(assessed(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(

proposal(to(achieve(those(objectives(is(not(provided(,(and(

iii. the(summary(of(the(reasons(for(deciding(on(PC(21(as(the(correct(course(of(

action(does(not(follow(the(instruction(of(s32(RMA,(and(

iv. it(has(not(been(demonstrated(that(the(objectives(of(the(applicant(cannot(be(

met(in(appropriately(zoned(areas(of(the(City.(

(

(k) The(serious(failure(to(address(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(has(fundamentally(flawed(

the(ability(for(PC(21(to(be(considered(and(assessed(under(the(Act.(

(

(l) Accordingly,(the(failure(to(meet(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(confirms(that(PC(21(is(

contrary(to(the(purpose(of(the(Act(as(set(out(in(Part(2,(in(particular,(it(does(not(provide(

for(the(sustainable(management(of(the(urban(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(the(

neighbourhood(required(by(s5(RMA.((For(these(reasons(PC(21'fails(to(meet(the(purpose(

of(the(Act(and(accordingly(cannot(proceed.(

(
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Along&with&the&technical&concerns,&I&have&attached&other&concerns&that&I&have&below.&

&

Noise&–&the&noise&that&will&come&with&the&construction&of&any&building&Southern&Cross&

Hospital&Limited&builds&on&the&sites&they&have&purchased&if&they&get&their&plan&change,&along&

with&the&actual&hospital&once&expanded&and&built&is&a&big&concern&for&me.&Construction&will&

involve&the&removal&of&basalt&rock&which&will&require&heavy&machinery&and&trucks,&and&the&

building&of&the&actual&structure&will&also&require&numerous&types&of&machinery,&all&of&which&

will&be&very&noisy&to&occupants&that&live&around&the&site.&Construction&workers&in&and&around&

the&site&on&a&daily&basis&will&be&noisy&as&well,&especially&as&they&arrive&in&the&early&morning&

for&work&as,&go&on&their&breaks&and&leave.&Furthermore,&once&the&planned&expansion&of&the&

hospital&is&complete,&the&deliveries,&rubbish&collection&and&all&that&that&goes&on&behind&the&

scenes&at&a&hospital&to&keep&it&running&smoothly&during&the&day&will&all&be&done&off&Gillies&

Ave&and&during&the&night&when&everyone&is&asleep&as&it&is&done&now.&This&noise&will&travel&to&

neighbouring&homes,&including&mine&and&wake&occupants&as&they&try&to&rest.&Noise&travels&

and&it&will&definitely&effect&those&living&right&across&the&road&like&we&do.&Epsom&appeal&is&that&

it&is&a&quiet&residential&suburb,&full&of&family&homes&that&will&be&ruined&if&this&hospital&

expansion&is&allowed&via&a&zone&change.&&

&

Views&and&sunlight&–&under&the&zone&Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&is&trying&to&obtain,&a&

hospital&or&any&other&building&allowed&under&the&zone&can&go&up&to&16m.&This&would&mean&

that&my&home&would&lose&the&current&view&we&have&of&the&top&of&Mount&Eden.&You&can&

literally&see&each&person&at&the&top&standing&on&the&summit&from&our&house.&As&cheesy&as&it&

is,&one&of&the&first&things&we&did&was&go&up&and&wave&down&at&family&who&stayed&at&home,&

who&could&be&seen&waving&back.&It&is&one&of&the&things&that&makes&our&home&special&and&

different&to&others&for&my&family&and&I.&Not&only&that,&the&height&of&the&development&allowed&

under&the&new&zone&Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&want&will&mean&that&we&lost&our&

afternoon&sun&which&is&especially&important,&significantly&so&in&winter&to&create&light&and&

heat&a&old&villa&during&the&day.&It&will&make&the&home&dark&and&gloomy&as&the&west&side&of&

the&house&consists&of&the&living&room&(one&that&I’m&sure&is&important&to&many&families&

including&mine&as&it&is&the&main&area&everyone&congregates&to&when&they&get&home&from&

their&day&out&to&enjoy&each&others&company),&my&son’s&bedroom,&and&the&study/sun&room&–&

all&areas&which&are&used&frequently&every&day.&One&of&the&main&draws&of&this&home&when&

purchased&to&all&the&family&was&the&fact&that&it&had&wonderful&light&through&the&whole&west&

side&in&the&afternoon,&and&the&views&that&we&get&sitting&in&the&living&room&or&in&the&study&as&

we&work.&The&study&is&exceptional&in&the&afternoon;&the&sunlight&is&uplifting&and&just&

brightens&your&day.&My&niece&who&works&from&home&in&the&study&spends&her&entire&week&

there&during&the&day,&and&loves&the&view&and&natural&light&she&gets.&Looking&out&the&window&

to&see&a&big&concrete&structure&rather&than&a&natural&icon&of&Auckland&would&be&really&sad&for&

her&and&the&rest&of&us,&made&even&worse&by&the&fact&that&it&then&results&in&a&dark,&gloomy&

home&to&live&in.&I&truly&believe&this&plan&change&will&ruin&our&home&for&us,&and&remove&all&the&
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things&that&made&us&want&to&live&in&it&in&the&first&place.&It&would&ruin&the&home&for&any&future&

owners&too.&&&

&

Removal&of&Basalt&rock&–&the&basalt&rock&that&sits&under&the&sites&that&Southern&Cross&

Hospital&Limited&have&acquired&and&want&to&develop&flows&under&Gillies&Rd&and&under&my&

home&too.&Being&an&old&villa,&the&floors&of&my&home&shake/rattle&when&heavy&trucks&and&

buses&drive&by&(or&stop&outside&at&the&bus&stop).&The&removal&of&this&rock&which&will&involve&

numerous&trucks&and&machinery&to&get&it&off&site,&and&even&possible&blasting&to&break&it&apart&

is&sure&to&shake&the&floor&even&more.&This&could&result&in&damage&to&my&home&and&those&

around&me.&Even&the&Kaikoura&earthquake&that&happened&so&far&away&we&felt.&It&shook&the&

floors&and&made&everything&sway&that&wasn’t&permanently&attached&to&the&wall.&Blasting&

directly&across&the&road&from&us&will&definitely&be&felt&and&have&an&effect&on&our&home&I&

believe.&Those&with&homes&not&as&old&as&ours&(ours&was&built&in&the&1920’s)&that&live&near&the&

Southern&Motorway&NZTA&have&done&work&on&have&had&issues&with&vibrations&damaging&

their&homes,&even&though&NZTA&worked&within&vibrational&limits.&There&are&many&old&homes&

in&this&area&like&mine,&many&plaster&homes&too&and&even&old&homes&recently&just&done&up&

including&one&down&the&road,&about&two&homes&down&Gillies&Rd&from&where&the&sites&

Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&have&purchased.&All&of&these&will&feel&the&effects&of&the&

vibrations&from&rock&removal,&especially&if&done&via&blasting&as&the&vibrations&travel&through&

the&rock&left&behind.&Ours&though,&will&feel&it&just&through&the&use&of&the&heavy&machinery&

coming&and&going&on&a&daily&basis,&before&blasting&even&takes&effect.&Furthermore,&

responsibly&of&any&damage&that&occurs&due&to&the&7m&of&removal&across&all&three&sites&

owned&by&Southern&Cross&Hospital&Limited&will&be&up&in&the&air.&As&long&as&they&ensure&they&

work&within&the&vibrational&limits&(like&NZTA&ensured&to&do)&they&will&wipe&their&hands&clean&

of&responsibility,&Auckland&Council&will&be&unable&to&help&as&all&they&did&is&provide&the&plan&

change&right?&And&insurance&companies&do&not&cover&vibration&costs.&Who&will&help&us&

residents&then?&&

&

Please&and&thank&you&for&taking&the&time&to&read&and&consider&my&submission.&&
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CEK-004386-290-2-V3 

SUBMISSION ON PROPOSED PLAN CHANGE 21 (PRIVATE): 3 BRIGHTSIDE 

ROAD, 149, 151 AND 153 GILLIES AVENUE, EPSOM 

To: Attention:  Planning Technician  

Auckland Council 

Private Bag 92300 

Auckland 1142 

unitaryplan@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz 

HOUSING NEW ZEALAND CORPORATION (“the Corporation”) at the address for 

service set out below makes the following submission on Proposed Plan Change 21 

(Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 And 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom (“the Plan 

Change”). 

Introduction 

1. This submission on the Plan Change is made on behalf of the Corporation.

2. The Corporation’s role includes the efficient and effective management of

state houses and the tenancies of those living in them. In the Auckland

context, the housing portfolio managed by Housing New Zealand comprises

some 28,6081 dwellings. Reconfiguring this housing stock in Auckland is a

priority for the Corporation to better deliver to its responsibility of providing

efficient and effective affordable and social housing.

Scope of Submission 

3. The submission relates to the Plan Change as a whole, including, but not

limited to, the removal of the Special Character Area Overlay from three sites

at 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom.

The Submission is: 

4. The Corporation opposes the Plan Change, for the reasons set out below.

5. The Plan Change is a privately initiated plan change which seeks to extend

the Special Purpose – Healthcare Facility and Hospital Zone to include land

1 As at 30 June 2018. 
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at 3 Brightside Road, and 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom (“the 

Proposal”). As part of the Proposal the Special Character Area Overlay is 

proposed to be removed from three sites at 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, 

Epsom.  

6. While the Corporation does not have an interest in the land subject to the 

Proposal and does not oppose the proposed activity, the Corporation has 

concerns regarding that part of the Proposal that seeks to remove the Special 

Character Area Overlay from three sites at 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, 

Epsom.  

7. In summary, the Corporation has concerns regarding the appropriateness of, 

and adequacy of the case made in support of, the removal of the Special 

Character Area Overlay from the three sites at 149, 151 and 153 Gillies 

Avenue, Epsom.  

8. Provided that the relief sought below is granted, the Corporation otherwise 

says that the Plan Change will be in accordance with the purpose and 

principles of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“the Act”) and will be 

appropriate in terms of section 32 of the Act; 

9. In the absence of the relief sought, the Corporations says that the Plan 

Change: 

(a) Is contrary to the sustainable management of natural and physical 

resources and is otherwise inconsistent with Part 2 of the Act; 

(b) Will in those circumstances impact significantly and adversely on the 

ability of people and communities to provide for their social, economic 

and cultural wellbeing; and 

(c) Is contrary to the purposes and provisions of the relevant planning 

documents, including the Unitary Plan; and 

(d) Does not represent the most appropriate way to achieve the 

objectives of the Unitary Plan, in terms of s 32 of the RMA. 

Relief Sought 

10. The Corporation seeks the following decision from Auckland Council on the 

Plan Change: 
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(a) That the proposed provisions of the Plan Change seeking the 

proposed removal of the Special Character Area Overlay from three 

sites at 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue, Epsom, be deleted or 

amended, so as to provide for the sustainable management of the 

Region’s natural and physical resources and thereby achieve the 

purpose of the Act. 

(b) Such further or other relief, or other consequential or other 

amendments, as are considered appropriate and necessary to 

address the concerns set out herein. 

11. The Corporation does not consider it can gain an advantage in trade 

competition through this submission.  

12. The Corporation wishes to be heard in support of this submission. 

13. If others make a similar submission, the Corporation would be willing to 

consider presenting a joint case with them at hearing.  

DATED this 18th day of April 2019 

HOUSING NEW ZEALAND 

CORPORATION by its solicitors 

and duly authorised agents Ellis 

Gould 

 

 _____________________________ 

         C E Kirman / A Devine 

 

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE: The offices of Ellis Gould Lawyers, Level 17, Vero 

Centre, 48 Shortland Street, PO Box 1509, Auckland 1140, DX CP22003, Auckland, 

Telephone: (09) 307-2172, Facsimile: (09) 358-5215.  Attention: Dr Claire Kirman / 

Alex Devine. ckirman@ellisgould.co.nz / adevine@ellisgould.co.nz. 
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Copies to: Beca Limited 

PO Box 6345 

Auckland 

Attention: Matt Lindenberg 

Email: matt.lindenberg@beca.com 

 

 Housing New Zealand 

PO Box 74598 

Greenlane 

Auckland 

Attention: Gurv Singh  

Email: gurv.singh@hnzc.co.nz 
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ATTACHMENT())(Reasons'for'Submission(
'

1. I/we'oppose(Proposed(Plan(Change'21((PC(21)private)'for(the(following(reasons:(
(
(a) The(proposed(plan(change(has(failed(to(implement(the(basic(direction,(objectives(and(

policies(of(the(Auckland(Regional(Policy(Statement((RPS)(set(out(in(Chapters(B1(&(B2.((In(
particular(the(plan(change(has(undermined(the(relationship(within(the(intended(
compact(urban(form(of(Auckland(between(residential,(historic,(heritage(and(special(
character(protection(and(urban(intensification(development(initiatives(as(outlined(in(the(
RPS.(
(

(b) While(medical(facilities(are(recognised(as(part(of(the(social(infrastructure(of(Auckland,(
their(location(relies(on(following(the(spatial(objectives(of(the(Special(Purpose)Healthcare(
Facility(and(Hospital(Zone.((The(subject(site(does(not(achieve(those(objectives(or(policies.(
(

(c) The(Special(Purpose(–(Healthcare(Facility(and(Hospital(Zone((the(“Hospital(Zone”)(is(
inappropriate(for(the(subject(sites(because(the(sites(and(their(locality(do(not(meet(the(
zone(description,(objectives(or(policies(found(in(Chapter(H25.1,(.2(or(.3.((Overall(the(
location(and(scale(of(the(built(outcome(derived(from(PC21(undermines(the(integrity(of(
the(Hospital(Zone.(
(

(d) The(subject(site(lies(within(an(established(area(of(residential(zoned(land(with(the(Gillies(
Ave(part(of(the(site(covered(by(an(overlay(which(seeks((to(retain(and(manage(the(special(
character(values(of(this(part(of(Epsom,(integrated(as(it(is(with(the(eastern(side(of(Mt(
Eden.((The(purpose(of(the(overlay(is(described(in(Chapter(D18(of(the(AUP.((PC(21(
undermines(the(integrity(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(by(introducing(a(land(use(
which(is(contrary(in(all(respects(to(the(heritage(and(special(character(purpose(of(the(
overlay.(
(

(e) PC(21(has(potential(adverse(effects(on(neighbouring(properties(and(the(locality(arising(
from(the(potential(intensity(of(development,(the(incompatibility(of(built(form(
relationships(contemplated(by(PC(21,(the(proposed(reduction(in(required(parking(for(the(
private(hospital(and(the(requirement(for(blasting(to(achieve(underground(parking.(
Together,(these(actual(and(cumulative(adverse(effects(confirm(that(the(locality(of(PC(21(
is(unsuitable.(

(
(f) Adverse(effects(from(PC(21(also(include(the(undermining(and(degradation(of(the(

residential(and(character(heritage(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(its(vicinity(as(well(
as(the(urban(amenity(considered(and(protected(by(the(integration(of(the(Single(House(
Zone(and(the(Special(Character(Overlay(in(this(location.(
(

(g) The(urban(form(depicted(by(the(operative(land(use(zone(pattern(covering(the(subject(
site(and(the(surrounding(neighbourhood(firmly(indicates(the(intention(of(low(scale(
residential(development(consistent(with(the(Special(Character(Overlay(which(covers(part(
of(the(subject(site(and(the(neighbourhood.((PC(21'is(contrary(to(the(integrity(and(
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purpose(of(the(operative(land(use(pattern(and(urban(design(outcomes(represented(by(

the(operative(land(use(zones.(

(h) PC(21(incorporates(three(special(character(residential(buildings(which(front(Gillies(
Avenue.(These(dwellings(are(included(for(the(purpose(of(demolition(and(removal(to(

allow(the(expansion(of(the(private(hospital(facilities.((The(loss(of(these(special(character(

dwellings(is(inconsistent(with(the(purpose(of(the(Special(Character(Overlay(specifically(

placed(over(this(part(of(Gillies(Avenue(and(the(adjoining(hinterland(to(the(west(for(the(

purpose(of(heritage(protection(imposed(through(the(RPS(and(implemented(through(the(

Special(Character(area(provisions(of(the(AUP(district(plan(provisions.((

(

(i) PC(21(has(failed(to(protect(the(substantial(trees(over(the(subject(area(which(contribute(

important(landscape(and(vegetation(amenity(to(the(neighbourhood(and(is(recognized(in(

the(Special(Character(Overlay.(

(

(j) Overall,(PC21(has(failed(to(provide(the(necessary(justification(required(under(s.32(of(the(

Act(to(create(the(extent(of(change(and(modification(to(the(operative(planning(provisions(

covering(the(subject(area(and(the(adjoining(neighbourhood.((In(particular(–((

i. the(evaluation(of(the(objectives(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(purpose(of(the(Act(is(

inadequate,(

ii. the(appropriateness(of(PC(21(to(achieve(the(relevant(objectives(having(

examined(alternatives,(assessed(the(efficiency(and(effectiveness(of(the(

proposal(to(achieve(those(objectives(is(not(provided(,(and(

iii. the(summary(of(the(reasons(for(deciding(on(PC(21(as(the(correct(course(of(

action(does(not(follow(the(instruction(of(s32(RMA,(and(

iv. it(has(not(been(demonstrated(that(the(objectives(of(the(applicant(cannot(be(

met(in(appropriately(zoned(areas(of(the(City.(

(

(k) The(serious(failure(to(address(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(has(fundamentally(flawed(

the(ability(for(PC(21(to(be(considered(and(assessed(under(the(Act.(

(

(l) Accordingly,(the(failure(to(meet(the(requirements(of(s.32(RMA(confirms(that(PC(21(is(

contrary(to(the(purpose(of(the(Act(as(set(out(in(Part(2,(in(particular,(it(does(not(provide(

for(the(sustainable(management(of(the(urban(environment(of(the(subject(site(and(the(

neighbourhood(required(by(s5(RMA.((For(these(reasons(PC(21'fails(to(meet(the(purpose(

of(the(Act(and(accordingly(cannot(proceed.(

(
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Further concerns I have along with the technical concerns attached include the following: 
!
1)!The!construction!that!any!proposed!development!that!Southern!Cross!Hospital!
Limited!will!be!able!to!do!if!they!get!the!plan!change!will!be!very!big!and!will!be!across!
three!large!sites.!This!construction!will!involve!a!lot!of!digging!and!doing!things!that!will!
create!a!lot!of!dust!that!will!move!through!the!air!and!across!to!my!home!as!we!are!very!
close!the!sites.!All!three!sites!are!right!across!the!road!from!us.!I!am!a!big!allergy!and!
asthma!sufferer.!I!cannot!work!in!a!dusty!environment!or!be!around!a!lot!of!dust!and!
dirt!as!this!means!that!I!cannot!breathe!properly.!At!night!I!will!already!wake!up!unable!
to!breathe!just!by!being!around!normal!day!to!day!dust!that!I!cannot!avoid.!If!
construction!occurs,!this!will!make!the!dust!around!my!home!even!worse!and!harder!to!
avoid.!!!Southern!Cross!Hospital!Limited!is!supposed!to!help!people!with!their!health,!
not!make!it!worse!but!the!work!they!plan!to!do!will!directly!affect!me!and!make!my!
health!worse.!I!am!sure!that!the!work!site!will!also!affect!others!as!they!walk!by!too,!
especially!school!students!who!walk!right!by!the!homes!that!Southern!Cross!Hospital!
Limited!have!bought!and!want!to!knock!down.!!
!
2)!If!Southern!Cross!Hospital!Limited!gets!the!plan!change!they!want,!they!will!be!able!
to!build!a!really!large!hospital!of!up!to!16!meters!tall!right!in!front!of!my!home.!If!you!
look!at!the!power!poles!on!the!road!on!Gillies!Rd,!they!are!not!even!that!tall!but!they!
block!out!afternoon!sun!coming!into!my!home!when!the!sun!is!behind!them!in!the!sky.!
They!sit!really!close!to!the!homes!that!Southern!Cross!Hospital!Limited!has!bought.!Any!
building!that!they!build!on!the!land!under!those!homes,!will!be!higher!than!the!lamp!
posts,!and!will!be!a!big!rectangle!shaped!building!right!across!the!area,!so!this!means!it!
will!block!out!the!sun!even!more!every!day!from!my!home.!This!means!that!our!living!
room,!my!room,!the!sunroom!and!part!of!the!kitchen!will!all!lose!afternoon!sun!really!
early!in!the!afternoon.!They!have!no!other!way!to!get!sunlight!as!they!only!have!
windows!facing!west.!I!enjoy!the!afternoon!sun!in!my!room.!It!is!the!only!time!when!my!
room!feels!very!bright!naturally!,!and!is!the!best!time!to!be!in!my!room.!It!is!when!I!
spend!the!most!time!in!my!room!as!well!as.!It!will!be!really!horrible!if!Southern!Cross!
Hospital!Limited!area!allowed!to!build!a!huge!building!on!this!site,!and!I!am!sure!that!if!
it!was!your!home,!you!would!feel!the!same!way!about!it.!!
!
3)!Epsom!is!known!as!a!residential!area!where!people!live.!There!are!small!businesses!
in!the!area!but!they!do!not!stand!out.!They!all!look!like!other!homes!as!they!are!not!tall,!
and!made!to!stand!out.!I!do!not!think!that!anything!Southern!Cross!Hospital!Limited!
builds!on!the!land!they!have!bought!will!fit!into!this!area.!I!think!it!will!actually!ruin!it.!It!
will!be!an!eyeJsore,!stand!out!among!all!the!homes!that!surround!it!and!visually!detract!
from!the!natural!suburban!type!of!area!that!Epsom!is.!There!are!so!many!old!homes!and!
Epsom!is!known!for!the!villas!and!bungalows!in!the!area.!It!is!not!an!area!for!16!meter!
hospital!building.!There!are!other!areas!where!Southern!Cross!Hospital!Limited!can!
build!the!hospital!they!want!to.!One!where!their!building!will!fit!in!with!those!around!it.!!
!
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4)!Another!thing!that!I!think!is!a!big!concern!is!the!privacy!problem.!If!Southern!Cross!
Hospital!Limited!builds!a!big!16meter!building!directly!across!from!my!home!because!
they!get!the!plan!change,!it!means!that!any!one!in!the!hospital!will!be!able!to!see!right!
across!the!road!into!my!home.!There!are!no!trees!that!can!stop!this!from!happening.!!
They!will!be!able!to!see!into!my!room!if!I!have!my!curtains!open,!and!I!think!it!will!be!
very!unreasonable!if!my!only!solution!is!for!me!to!keep!my!curtains!closed!all!day.!My!
room!will!always!be!dark!unless!I!turn!on!the!light!all!the!time.!However,!that!would!just!
means!I!have!to!use!more!power!and!aren’t!we!as!New!Zealanders!supposed!to!be!
supporting!a!clean!green!way!of!living!by!using!less!power!and!such.!Using!more!power!
adds!to!our!environmental!footprint.!Using!natural!light!is!one!way!to!reduce!this,!but!I!
won’t!be!able!to!if!Southern!Cross!Hospital!Limited!builds!their!hospital.!I!do!not!want!
people!looking!into!my!home!and!I!am!sure!if!you!were!in!my!position,!you!would!find!
this!quite!concerning!too.!!
!
Thank!you!for!reading!my!submission!and!I!hope!you!see!how!bad!allowing!the!zone!
change!will!be!for!not!only!me,!but!everyone!else!who!lives!with!and!around!me.!!!
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From: UnitaryPlanSubmissionForm@donotreply.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
To: Unitary Plan
Subject: Unitary Plan Publicly Notified Submission - Plan change 21 - Alison Elizabeth Warren
Date: Wednesday, 17 April 2019 2:30:16 PM
Attachments: Technical submission re Southern X.pdf

Personal Submission re Southern X.pdf

The following customer has submitted a Unitary Plan online submission.

Contact details

Full name of submitter: Alison Elizabeth Warren

Organisation name:

Agent's full name:

Email address: awarrenz@yahoo.com

Contact phone number: 021618764

Postal address:
11 Ngauruhoe St
Mt Eden
Auckland 1024

Submission details

This is a submission to:

Plan modification number: Plan change 21

Plan modification name: PC 21 (Private): 3 Brightside Road, 149, 151 and 153 Gillies Avenue,
Epsom

My submission relates to

Rule or rules:

Property address:

Map or maps:

Other provisions:
I object to the plan in its entirety.

Do you support or oppose the provisions you have specified? I or we oppose the specific provisions
identified

Do you wish to have the provisions you have identified above amended? No

The reason for my or our views are:
I wish to declined it in its entirety as indicated. Please see attached documents.

I or we seek the following decision by council: Decline the plan modification

Submission date: 17 April 2019

Supporting documents
Technical submission re Southern X.pdf
Personal Submission re Southern X.pdf

Attend a hearing
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ATTACHMENT	--	Reasons	for	Submission	
	


1. I	oppose	Proposed	Plan	Change	21	(PC	21-private)	for	the	following	reasons:	
	
(a) The	proposed	plan	change	has	failed	to	implement	the	basic	direction,	objectives	and	


policies	of	the	Auckland	Regional	Policy	Statement	(RPS)	set	out	in	Chapters	B1	&	B2.		In	
particular,	the	plan	change	has	undermined	the	relationship	within	the	intended	
compact	urban	form	of	Auckland	between	residential,	historic,	heritage	and	special	
character	protection	and	urban	intensification	development	initiatives	as	outlined	in	the	
RPS.	
	


(b) While	medical	facilities	are	recognised	as	part	of	the	social	infrastructure	of	Auckland,	
their	location	relies	on	following	the	spatial	objectives	of	the	Special	Purpose-Healthcare	
Facility	and	Hospital	Zone.		The	subject	site	does	not	achieve	those	objectives	or	policies.	
	


(c) The	Special	Purpose	–	Healthcare	Facility	and	Hospital	Zone	(the	“Hospital	Zone”)	is	
inappropriate	for	the	subject	sites	because	the	sites	and	their	locality	do	not	meet	the	
zone	description,	objectives	or	policies	found	in	Chapter	H25.1,	.2	or	.3.		Overall	the	
location	and	scale	of	the	built	outcome	derived	from	PC21	undermines	the	integrity	of	
the	Hospital	Zone.	
	


(d) The	subject	site	lies	within	an	established	area	of	residential-zoned	land	with	the	Gillies	
Ave	part	of	the	site	covered	by	an	overlay	which	seeks		to	retain	and	manage	the	special	
character	values	of	this	part	of	Epsom,	integrated	as	it	is	with	the	eastern	side	of	Mt	
Eden.		The	purpose	of	the	overlay	is	described	in	Chapter	D18	of	the	AUP.		PC	21	
undermines	the	integrity	of	the	Special	Character	Overlay	by	introducing	a	land	use	
which	is	contrary	in	all	respects	to	the	heritage	and	special	character	purpose	of	the	
overlay.	
	


(e) PC	21	has	potential	adverse	effects	on	neighbouring	properties	and	the	locality	arising	
from	the	potential	intensity	of	development,	the	incompatibility	of	built	form	
relationships	contemplated	by	PC	21,	the	proposed	reduction	in	required	parking	for	the	
private	hospital	and	the	requirement	for	blasting	to	achieve	underground	parking.	
Together,	these	actual	and	cumulative	adverse	effects	confirm	that	the	locality	of	PC	21	
is	unsuitable.	


	
(f) Adverse	effects	from	PC	21	also	include	the	undermining	and	degradation	of	the	


residential	and	character	heritage	environment	of	the	subject	site	and	its	vicinity	as	well	
as	the	urban	amenity	considered	and	protected	by	the	integration	of	the	Single	House	
Zone	and	the	Special	Character	Overlay	in	this	location.	
	


(g) The	urban	form	depicted	by	the	operative	land	use	zone	pattern	covering	the	subject	
site	and	the	surrounding	neighbourhood	firmly	indicates	the	intention	of	low	scale	
residential	development	consistent	with	the	Special	Character	Overlay	which	covers	part	
of	the	subject	site	and	the	neighbourhood.		PC	21	is	contrary	to	the	integrity	and	







purpose	of	the	operative	land	use	pattern	and	urban	design	outcomes	represented	by	
the	operative	land	use	zones.	


(h) PC	21	incorporates	three	special	character	residential	buildings	which	front	Gillies	
Avenue.	These	dwellings	are	included	for	the	purpose	of	demolition	and	removal	to	
allow	the	expansion	of	the	private	hospital	facilities.		The	loss	of	these	special	character	
dwellings	is	inconsistent	with	the	purpose	of	the	Special	Character	Overlay	specifically	
placed	over	this	part	of	Gillies	Avenue	and	the	adjoining	hinterland	to	the	west	for	the	
purpose	of	heritage	protection	imposed	through	the	RPS	and	implemented	through	the	
Special	Character	area	provisions	of	the	AUP	district	plan	provisions.		
	


(i) PC	21	has	failed	to	protect	the	substantial	trees	over	the	subject	area	which	contribute	
important	landscape	and	vegetation	amenity	to	the	neighbourhood	and	is	recognised	in	
the	Special	Character	Overlay.	
	


(j) Overall,	PC21	has	failed	to	provide	the	necessary	justification	required	under	s.32	of	the	
Act	to	create	the	extent	of	change	and	modification	to	the	operative	planning	provisions	
covering	the	subject	area	and	the	adjoining	neighbourhood.		In	particular	–		


i. the	evaluation	of	the	objectives	of	PC	21	to	achieve	the	purpose	of	the	Act	is	
inadequate,	


ii. the	appropriateness	of	PC	21	to	achieve	the	relevant	objectives	having	
examined	alternatives,	assessed	the	efficiency	and	effectiveness	of	the	
proposal	to	achieve	those	objectives	is	not	provided	,	and	


iii. the	summary	of	the	reasons	for	deciding	on	PC	21	as	the	correct	course	of	
action	does	not	follow	the	instruction	of	s32	RMA,	and	


iv. it	has	not	been	demonstrated	that	the	objectives	of	the	applicant	cannot	be	
met	in	appropriately	zoned	areas	of	the	City.	


	
(k) The	serious	failure	to	address	the	requirements	of	s.32	RMA	has	fundamentally	flawed	


the	ability	for	PC	21	to	be	considered	and	assessed	under	the	Act.	
	


(l) Accordingly,	the	failure	to	meet	the	requirements	of	s.32	RMA	confirms	that	PC	21	is	
contrary	to	the	purpose	of	the	Act	as	set	out	in	Part	2,	in	particular,	it	does	not	provide	
for	the	sustainable	management	of	the	urban	environment	of	the	subject	site	and	the	
neighbourhood	required	by	s5	RMA.		For	these	reasons	PC	21	fails	to	meet	the	purpose	
of	the	Act	and	accordingly	cannot	proceed.	


	








1. In	addition	I	also	have	these	concerns:	
i) I	have	lived	in	the	Mt	Eden/Epsom	area	for	28	years.		
ii) My	children	have	gone	to	school	in	the	area,	which	has	involved	


them	walking	down	Owens	Rd	and,	in	the	case	of	my	son,	
continuing	along	Mountain	Rd	to	Auckland	Grammar	and,	in	the	
case	of	my	daughters,	continuing	down	Owens	Rd	to	Manukau	Rd	
to	attend	Diocesan	School	for	Girls,	passing	Epsom	Girls’	Grammar	
along	the	way.			


iii) The	traffic	along	Owens	Rd,	Mountain	Rd	and	Gillies	Ave	has	
always	been	heavy,	both	in	the	morning	and	the	afternoon	from	
about	2.30pm	onwards.	This	is	obviously	a	combination	of	traffic	
going	to	the	motorway,	people	travelling	to	the	nearby	shopping	
and	business	areas,	particularly	Newmarket,	and	school	traffic.		


iv) The	Newmarket	retail/business	traffic	is	bound	to	become	
exponentially	heavier	once	the	massive	new	Westfield	shopping	
centre	opens	later	this	year.	This	will	increase	traffic	along	Gillies	
Ave,	Manukau	Rd	and	the	roads	that	lead	to	and	from	these	major	
arterial	routes.		


v) Children	are	still	going	to	be	walking	and	cycling	along	these	roads	
and	their	parents	will	be	driving	them	to	and	from	school	and	to	
suggest	that	there	be	an	additional	commercial	activity	such	as	
Southern	Cross	is	suggesting	right	in	the	heart	of	this	already	
heavily-used	area	is	simply	to	invite	chaos	to	reign	during	the	
entire	day.		


vi) This	will	drive	traffic	into	other	residential	streets	in	an	effort	to	
avoid	the	heavily	congested	routes	already	used,	in	spite	of	
calming	measures	already	introduced	in	a	number	of	those	streets	
(speed	bumps	and	chicanes)	and	ruin	the	residential	ambience	
thereof.		


vii) It	will	also	increase	the	inevitable	danger	to	the	hundreds	of	school	
children	who	use	these	streets,	going	to	two	of	the	biggest	schools	
in	the	Auckland	region,	not	to	mention	other	schools.	


viii) To	avoid	this	danger,	I	would	suggest	that	more	parents	will	elect	
to	drive	their	children	to	school,	further	increasing	the	levels	of	
traffic	–	I	certainly	would	consider	it,	rather	than	letting	my	
children	take	their	lives	into	their	hands	every	day	on	the	simple	
school	walk	or	ride.		


ix) This	development	also	would	involve	the	loss	of	residential	
housing,	at	a	time	when	Auckland	is	suffering	a	severe	shortage	of	
housing,	not	to	mention	houses	of	a	heritage	character.		


x) The	proposed	size	and	scale	of	this	preposterous	development	is	
completely	out	of	keeping	with	a	residential	area.	The	suggested	
height	of	25	metres	would	not	only	mean	that	the	building	itself	
would	stick	out	like	a	sore	thumb	in	a	green	leafy	suburb	where	
the	maximum	height	of	residential	dwellings	is	not	even	a	third	of	
that	height.	There	would	also	inevitably	be	a	loss	of	privacy	for	
properties	in	the	vicinity.		


xi) Furthermore,	the	blasting,	which	would	be	an	inevitable	part	of	the	
excavation	given	the	proximity	to	the	Maungawhau	volcanic	cone,	







would	be	more	appropriate	in	an	area	which	has	surely	been	set	
aside	in	the	Unitary	Plan	for	such	development,	and	not	a	daily	
disturbance	to	those	living	in	the	vicinity	for	weeks,	month	and	
years	–	why	should	they	be	subject	to	this	loss	of	amenity?		


xii) The	arrogance	of	Southern	Cross,	which	surely	had	this	
development	in	mind	at	the	time	of	the	development	of	the	Unitary	
Plan,	of	not	raising	this	at	that	time	but	instead	seeking	to	
steamroller	its	profit-driven	agenda	through,	in	hope	that	the	
denizens	of	the	area	would	be	too	busy	or	unaware	to	take	the	
time	and	effort	to	oppose	it,	absolutely	beggars	belief.	For	the	
Council	to	even	give	this	proposal	the	time	of	day	would	be	a	
betrayal	of	decent,	hard-working,	rate-paying	residents.	We	should	
be	able	to	feel	that	the	Council	will	play	fair	and	protect	the	people	
it	purports	to	represent,	those	without	the	deep	pockets	that	
Southern	Cross	certainly	has.	This	is	an	act	of	bullying	by	Southern	
Cross	and	I	sincerely	hope	the	Council	will	suggest	that	it	relocate	
its	proposed	development	to	an	area	ear-marked	for	exactly	this	
sort	of	venture	when	the	Unitary	Plan	was	first	promulgated.		







Do you wish to be heard in support of your submission? Yes

Would you consider presenting a joint case at a hearing if others have made a similar submission?
Yes

Declaration

Could you gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission? No

Are you directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of this submission that:

Adversely affects the environment; and
Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

Yes

I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal
details, names and addresses) will be made public.
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ATTACHMENT	--	Reasons	for	Submission	
	

1. I	oppose	Proposed	Plan	Change	21	(PC	21-private)	for	the	following	reasons:	
	
(a) The	proposed	plan	change	has	failed	to	implement	the	basic	direction,	objectives	and	

policies	of	the	Auckland	Regional	Policy	Statement	(RPS)	set	out	in	Chapters	B1	&	B2.		In	
particular,	the	plan	change	has	undermined	the	relationship	within	the	intended	
compact	urban	form	of	Auckland	between	residential,	historic,	heritage	and	special	
character	protection	and	urban	intensification	development	initiatives	as	outlined	in	the	
RPS.	
	

(b) While	medical	facilities	are	recognised	as	part	of	the	social	infrastructure	of	Auckland,	
their	location	relies	on	following	the	spatial	objectives	of	the	Special	Purpose-Healthcare	
Facility	and	Hospital	Zone.		The	subject	site	does	not	achieve	those	objectives	or	policies.	
	

(c) The	Special	Purpose	–	Healthcare	Facility	and	Hospital	Zone	(the	“Hospital	Zone”)	is	
inappropriate	for	the	subject	sites	because	the	sites	and	their	locality	do	not	meet	the	
zone	description,	objectives	or	policies	found	in	Chapter	H25.1,	.2	or	.3.		Overall	the	
location	and	scale	of	the	built	outcome	derived	from	PC21	undermines	the	integrity	of	
the	Hospital	Zone.	
	

(d) The	subject	site	lies	within	an	established	area	of	residential-zoned	land	with	the	Gillies	
Ave	part	of	the	site	covered	by	an	overlay	which	seeks		to	retain	and	manage	the	special	
character	values	of	this	part	of	Epsom,	integrated	as	it	is	with	the	eastern	side	of	Mt	
Eden.		The	purpose	of	the	overlay	is	described	in	Chapter	D18	of	the	AUP.		PC	21	
undermines	the	integrity	of	the	Special	Character	Overlay	by	introducing	a	land	use	
which	is	contrary	in	all	respects	to	the	heritage	and	special	character	purpose	of	the	
overlay.	
	

(e) PC	21	has	potential	adverse	effects	on	neighbouring	properties	and	the	locality	arising	
from	the	potential	intensity	of	development,	the	incompatibility	of	built	form	
relationships	contemplated	by	PC	21,	the	proposed	reduction	in	required	parking	for	the	
private	hospital	and	the	requirement	for	blasting	to	achieve	underground	parking.	
Together,	these	actual	and	cumulative	adverse	effects	confirm	that	the	locality	of	PC	21	
is	unsuitable.	

	
(f) Adverse	effects	from	PC	21	also	include	the	undermining	and	degradation	of	the	

residential	and	character	heritage	environment	of	the	subject	site	and	its	vicinity	as	well	
as	the	urban	amenity	considered	and	protected	by	the	integration	of	the	Single	House	
Zone	and	the	Special	Character	Overlay	in	this	location.	
	

(g) The	urban	form	depicted	by	the	operative	land	use	zone	pattern	covering	the	subject	
site	and	the	surrounding	neighbourhood	firmly	indicates	the	intention	of	low	scale	
residential	development	consistent	with	the	Special	Character	Overlay	which	covers	part	
of	the	subject	site	and	the	neighbourhood.		PC	21	is	contrary	to	the	integrity	and	
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purpose	of	the	operative	land	use	pattern	and	urban	design	outcomes	represented	by	
the	operative	land	use	zones.	

(h) PC	21	incorporates	three	special	character	residential	buildings	which	front	Gillies	
Avenue.	These	dwellings	are	included	for	the	purpose	of	demolition	and	removal	to	
allow	the	expansion	of	the	private	hospital	facilities.		The	loss	of	these	special	character	
dwellings	is	inconsistent	with	the	purpose	of	the	Special	Character	Overlay	specifically	
placed	over	this	part	of	Gillies	Avenue	and	the	adjoining	hinterland	to	the	west	for	the	
purpose	of	heritage	protection	imposed	through	the	RPS	and	implemented	through	the	
Special	Character	area	provisions	of	the	AUP	district	plan	provisions.		
	

(i) PC	21	has	failed	to	protect	the	substantial	trees	over	the	subject	area	which	contribute	
important	landscape	and	vegetation	amenity	to	the	neighbourhood	and	is	recognised	in	
the	Special	Character	Overlay.	
	

(j) Overall,	PC21	has	failed	to	provide	the	necessary	justification	required	under	s.32	of	the	
Act	to	create	the	extent	of	change	and	modification	to	the	operative	planning	provisions	
covering	the	subject	area	and	the	adjoining	neighbourhood.		In	particular	–		

i. the	evaluation	of	the	objectives	of	PC	21	to	achieve	the	purpose	of	the	Act	is	
inadequate,	

ii. the	appropriateness	of	PC	21	to	achieve	the	relevant	objectives	having	
examined	alternatives,	assessed	the	efficiency	and	effectiveness	of	the	
proposal	to	achieve	those	objectives	is	not	provided	,	and	

iii. the	summary	of	the	reasons	for	deciding	on	PC	21	as	the	correct	course	of	
action	does	not	follow	the	instruction	of	s32	RMA,	and	

iv. it	has	not	been	demonstrated	that	the	objectives	of	the	applicant	cannot	be	
met	in	appropriately	zoned	areas	of	the	City.	

	
(k) The	serious	failure	to	address	the	requirements	of	s.32	RMA	has	fundamentally	flawed	

the	ability	for	PC	21	to	be	considered	and	assessed	under	the	Act.	
	

(l) Accordingly,	the	failure	to	meet	the	requirements	of	s.32	RMA	confirms	that	PC	21	is	
contrary	to	the	purpose	of	the	Act	as	set	out	in	Part	2,	in	particular,	it	does	not	provide	
for	the	sustainable	management	of	the	urban	environment	of	the	subject	site	and	the	
neighbourhood	required	by	s5	RMA.		For	these	reasons	PC	21	fails	to	meet	the	purpose	
of	the	Act	and	accordingly	cannot	proceed.	
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1. In	addition	I	also	have	these	concerns:	
i) I	have	lived	in	the	Mt	Eden/Epsom	area	for	28	years.		
ii) My	children	have	gone	to	school	in	the	area,	which	has	involved	

them	walking	down	Owens	Rd	and,	in	the	case	of	my	son,	
continuing	along	Mountain	Rd	to	Auckland	Grammar	and,	in	the	
case	of	my	daughters,	continuing	down	Owens	Rd	to	Manukau	Rd	
to	attend	Diocesan	School	for	Girls,	passing	Epsom	Girls’	Grammar	
along	the	way.			

iii) The	traffic	along	Owens	Rd,	Mountain	Rd	and	Gillies	Ave	has	
always	been	heavy,	both	in	the	morning	and	the	afternoon	from	
about	2.30pm	onwards.	This	is	obviously	a	combination	of	traffic	
going	to	the	motorway,	people	travelling	to	the	nearby	shopping	
and	business	areas,	particularly	Newmarket,	and	school	traffic.		

iv) The	Newmarket	retail/business	traffic	is	bound	to	become	
exponentially	heavier	once	the	massive	new	Westfield	shopping	
centre	opens	later	this	year.	This	will	increase	traffic	along	Gillies	
Ave,	Manukau	Rd	and	the	roads	that	lead	to	and	from	these	major	
arterial	routes.		

v) Children	are	still	going	to	be	walking	and	cycling	along	these	roads	
and	their	parents	will	be	driving	them	to	and	from	school	and	to	
suggest	that	there	be	an	additional	commercial	activity	such	as	
Southern	Cross	is	suggesting	right	in	the	heart	of	this	already	
heavily-used	area	is	simply	to	invite	chaos	to	reign	during	the	
entire	day.		

vi) This	will	drive	traffic	into	other	residential	streets	in	an	effort	to	
avoid	the	heavily	congested	routes	already	used,	in	spite	of	
calming	measures	already	introduced	in	a	number	of	those	streets	
(speed	bumps	and	chicanes)	and	ruin	the	residential	ambience	
thereof.		

vii) It	will	also	increase	the	inevitable	danger	to	the	hundreds	of	school	
children	who	use	these	streets,	going	to	two	of	the	biggest	schools	
in	the	Auckland	region,	not	to	mention	other	schools.	

viii) To	avoid	this	danger,	I	would	suggest	that	more	parents	will	elect	
to	drive	their	children	to	school,	further	increasing	the	levels	of	
traffic	–	I	certainly	would	consider	it,	rather	than	letting	my	
children	take	their	lives	into	their	hands	every	day	on	the	simple	
school	walk	or	ride.		

ix) This	development	also	would	involve	the	loss	of	residential	
housing,	at	a	time	when	Auckland	is	suffering	a	severe	shortage	of	
housing,	not	to	mention	houses	of	a	heritage	character.		

x) The	proposed	size	and	scale	of	this	preposterous	development	is	
completely	out	of	keeping	with	a	residential	area.	The	suggested	
height	of	25	metres	would	not	only	mean	that	the	building	itself	
would	stick	out	like	a	sore	thumb	in	a	green	leafy	suburb	where	
the	maximum	height	of	residential	dwellings	is	not	even	a	third	of	
that	height.	There	would	also	inevitably	be	a	loss	of	privacy	for	
properties	in	the	vicinity.		

xi) Furthermore,	the	blasting,	which	would	be	an	inevitable	part	of	the	
excavation	given	the	proximity	to	the	Maungawhau	volcanic	cone,	
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would	be	more	appropriate	in	an	area	which	has	surely	been	set	
aside	in	the	Unitary	Plan	for	such	development,	and	not	a	daily	
disturbance	to	those	living	in	the	vicinity	for	weeks,	month	and	
years	–	why	should	they	be	subject	to	this	loss	of	amenity?		

xii) The	arrogance	of	Southern	Cross,	which	surely	had	this	
development	in	mind	at	the	time	of	the	development	of	the	Unitary	
Plan,	of	not	raising	this	at	that	time	but	instead	seeking	to	
steamroller	its	profit-driven	agenda	through,	in	hope	that	the	
denizens	of	the	area	would	be	too	busy	or	unaware	to	take	the	
time	and	effort	to	oppose	it,	absolutely	beggars	belief.	For	the	
Council	to	even	give	this	proposal	the	time	of	day	would	be	a	
betrayal	of	decent,	hard-working,	rate-paying	residents.	We	should	
be	able	to	feel	that	the	Council	will	play	fair	and	protect	the	people	
it	purports	to	represent,	those	without	the	deep	pockets	that	
Southern	Cross	certainly	has.	This	is	an	act	of	bullying	by	Southern	
Cross	and	I	sincerely	hope	the	Council	will	suggest	that	it	relocate	
its	proposed	development	to	an	area	ear-marked	for	exactly	this	
sort	of	venture	when	the	Unitary	Plan	was	first	promulgated.		
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